Flex is a leading sketch-to-scale™ solutions company that designs and builds intelligent products for a connected world. With more than 200,000 professionals across 30 countries and a promise to help make the world Live smarter™, the company provides innovative design, engineering, manufacturing, real-time supply chain insight and logistics services to companies of all sizes in various industries and end-markets. For more information, visit www.flex.com.

To further enhance our competencies we are searching in Althofen for a

Manager Electronics Hardware Design (m/w)

Job Summary:
This role will collaborate internally and externally to ensure project execution and project deliverables are accomplished according to project plan and timing. The successful candidate will largely focus on technical execution and will work collaboratively with the Project Managers and Lead Engineers. Passionate resource planning, allocation, and budgeting is a must. Excellent communication skills to motivate the team and to support the growth of the team’s skills and capabilities are expected.

Here is a glimpse of what you’ll do:
• Leading and representation of an electronics hardware design team
• Time estimation of design activities and resource planning
• Develop requirement definition aligned with the customer
• Coordinate technical activities and reviews to assure HW deliverables according to project schedule
• Guiding test, verification, characterization and documentation according procedures and standards

Here is some of what you’ll need (required):
• Engineering degree [Dipl-Ing, MSc, PhD] in electronics or mechatronics
• Minimum 7 years of experience in hardware design plus at least 3 years in team-leading
• Comprehensive electronics hardware knowledge - specifically design of analog, digital, and microcontroller circuitry, SMPS hardware circuitry, power budget and parts selection
• Mentor and use of lab test equipment, as oscilloscope, VNA, EMC
• Mentor and use software as Cadence, PSpice, Ansys HFSS simulation, Matlab
• Organizational skills, analytical thinking and problem solving competence
• Business fluent English knowledge both in written and spoken form
• Flexibility and travelling availability of at least 10 %

We are looking for someone who demonstrates:
• Intense collaboration and passionate customer focus
• Thoughtful, fast, disciplined execution
• Tenacious commitment to continuous improvement and relentless drive to win

Here are a few examples of what you’ll get for the great work you provide…
• Great team & possibility for professional development
• Work in a multicultural environment with a great team
• Travel and work; visit other sites to learn and meet other Flex employees
• We offer a minimum gross salary due to the employment group G of the collective bargaining agreement Elektro- and Elektronikindustrie. A higher payment is negotiable depending on qualification and work experience.

If you are interested in a new challenge and meet the requirements, please forward your application to Ms. Ildiko Palinkasne (Ildiko.PalinkasneLorincz@flex.com)

www.flex.com